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INTRODUC!C1ON
‘A statistical analysis of service stresses may be undep
taken for a variety ot reasons,, but it is usually made for
one of three purposes:
The first is to establish the number of recurrences
at which certain reference values of the stress
are reached over a sufficiently long given time
. . period by a certain type or by a group of’the
.’siune type, on the basis of measurements made on
& airplane designed for a specific purpose of
use, such as commercial, touring, acrobatics, and
so forth.
The second involves the-compilation of statistical
data based on systematic measurements under cer–
tain given conditions as may be applied to any
other type of aircraft by means of aeroaechanical
,. or other. considerations and thus enable the pre—
diction of the service stresses to be expected ,on
a new type with known purpose of use.
Thirdly the statistical analysis can be of use in
aerome.chanical research problems involving con—
firmat.ion of theory by flight..test under conditions
where a’single measurement gannet be satisfactorily
repeated as,.in the recording’ of,airplane stresses
due to gusts. In this respec% repeated attempts
have been made abroad to secure reproducible single
measurements by seeking to ,est-ablish.~acertain gust
caused by. the ground contour under certain atmos-
. . pheric’ conditi-ons as ~standard,gust~ .for...thepurpose
.—..
*&Sta~istis’che XThebungen fiber Betriebsbeansyruchungen von
Flugzeugfliigeln. fi Je&buch 1938 ‘Der Deutschen Luftfahrt–
forschung Supplement. PP* 307–313. “
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of c~eeking aerom,echanical arguments c These
attempts, however, were unsuccessful, so that
here also the statistical analysis alone holds
out some yromise.
Problems 1 and 2 are therefore concerned with the
collection of data for the required strength of a struc-
tural component , especially relative to recurrent stresses
while problem 3 involves the solution of definite aero-
mechanical research tasks.
On the wing structures of modern high speed aircraft,
in particular, the comparatively high–service stresses and
the consistently increasing number of hours of operation
during the life of the sep~ate airplane parts make the
studies of strength requirement under recurrent stresses
appear of major concern. The DVL has therefore within the
past few years made exhaustive studies for this structural
group of airplanes, some results of which are reported in
the following. Because of lack of time available the in-
vestigations cannot be recounted in detail; a comprehen-
sive treatment will be found in the Jahr?mch 1938 Der
Deutschen Luftfahrtforschung, pp. I 274-288.
TEST VALUES
As a measure of the stress in the wing structure the
component of the acceleration in the center of gravity of
the airplane at right angles to the plane of the wing” or
the deflection of the wing or else the strain of highly
stressed wing components, such as the beam flanges, may be
chosen. Appropriate investigations have sho’.wnthat at the
present state of development of aircraft the restriction
to acceleration measurements in the airplane center of
gravity is justified; they are easier to obtain and the
findings more readily applied to other aircraft than the
data from strain or deflection measurements.
The acceleration record immediately affords the
extreme values of the stresses measured during the ex—
plo.red operating period, hence data for the required static
strength, that is, resistance. against a one-time stress.
In studies involving the determ,$nation of strength require–
ment under ‘recurrent stress cycles$” a re,curr”eticeappraisal
is practically effected in the manner that the total scope
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of the recorded stresses is divided into .a number of equal
>- C14SS in~ 6r.vals.and the ,..riurn~e”rof stress peak values during
the ‘test “~period cou’nt.ed.wi,thin each 63 ‘the’ individual class
interval s,. !lhe,,result is i.t.,ab’leof distribut ion for each
individual test flight , t~e .content,s of which are plotted
as distribution pol~g~n “(fig. l).”
. .
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The static strength
ti REQUIRED SiATIC STRliNGWH
GUS9;STRESSES “ .“
:,.
requirements of’“the wing struc-
ture against gust stressek ~e laid down under ciphers
1141 and 1142 of the airplane design specifications. The
safe load factor defined in these specifications is com-
pared in figure 2 with the maximum values recorded on
seven different types of aircraft during various operating
periods. The studied types are very unkike=~oth as re–
gards dimensions, aspect ratio, that is$ d“c&/da, design
(monoplane, biplane ), as to flight characteristics, es—
pecially as to static longitudinal stability. The wing
loading G/FTr ranged between 40 and 90 kilograms per
square meter, the speeds, during tests, between 140 and
325 ki”lo~’ per hour.’
#4’.,./z!,“lfi, ,,,
RECURRENT STRl!SS13S IN GUSTS
~ In as much as the safe-load factor defined by the
) specifications or its dep~rture, respectively, from val-
“’uel’1” in inaccelerated level flight ~’has proved itself
characteristic. for’ the r~ely occur&’~ng maximum load peaks
/’
in gust stress, its ‘use is suggested as reference quantity
~
in frequency studies for: any “load stages. :
However, in a comparison of rec”orded load frequencies
Hi of a specified stress category it it would be re-
mem%ered that these absolute’ recur~ences’ dep’end, besid,es
$> the total recording peziod, upon ,the flying sp:eed of the
experimental airpl~e, since a fast airplane hits a greater
number of gusts per unit time than a slow one”.’ Furthermore
to refer the “load frequetici~s to” a specified flight dis-
tance; is for the present jundesirable for the reason that
the number of gusts registeredthe- gust frequency, ,that i,s,, ,
,.
—. ,,..- .- . .-..—..—.-.-.. ._________.. — -.. - .-.. ..
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in the airplane in unit ~im”e id o’f’ifi,po”rtazide”’al’so for ‘-the
planning of strength tests. 1% is tlieicifore ~p’piopriat e
to ext end the eompak ison bet we~ti d:is’sirn;i-l~r’test series
for the time be”ing”to the relative” ‘r’ecuiv?ences- “hi =“Hi/X Hi,
by which it is indicated what ,fr.,a~$lon,of all the gksts’ ‘re-
corded during operatiori has produced stresses in the desig-
nated category i. The relative recurrences thus define
the form. of the stress distribution, polygon.
That the forms of distributions recorded at various
degrees of gustiness over differ eat test periods on totally
dissimilar airplanes differ only within moderate limits is
seen from figure 3, where the relative recur re,nces...are
shown yiottecl against the stress “categories’; ‘th,e ‘g@st load
factor expressed in hundz%dths of (nsaf e–l ) serves ‘as a
criterion for the stress, where, of course, the safe gust
load factor is not calculated conformably to the strength
requirements for the maximum level speed Vh of the perti—
nent air c~af t t,~’e, but for the average speed v.cruising
actually maintained in the test frights, since the measure—
ments on the same type included different throttle settings,
so the load factor computed for full throttle–level flight
was ruled out as practical reference value.
On the %asis of ‘these findtngs ,a,~lstandard form” of
distribution of gust stress, such--as indicated in figure 3,
can be established. This form is valid for flights at
levels below 600 meters, within which all the test flights
were made, hence applies to””the particularly turbulent layer
near ground level,
The formation of strength specifications for recurrent
stresses involves, other than the form of distribution, the
scope of the statist ical. dat.a,that is,. the total number of
gusts to be expected within a specified operating period,
as explained in the previous report. ~he gust frequency
per unit time is largely dependent upon the flying speed
and the degree of gustiness. The .Darinstadt gust. scale used~
by the weather forecasting stations, which provad,prac- I
tical for the purpos,,e concerned, served as indication .fo,r ~
the gustiness in the DVL. st”utiies. ;..
..
By ascertaining the number, of \&sts reg.is,tered in the
! aircraft per unit time for. the. v,ariovs degrees of gustiness,
; and then forming averages corr.espondin.g t.o the frequency of
,.
~ recurrence of the individual gtist~ness .Q.egrees in yearly
average, a zone of scatter bdundei by ’the straight linesI
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,,
~lle scatter is due in
,- ....,,— .... . ,.
“jart toi %Iie fact- ‘tliatthe” averaging for the individual de- \
grees of gustiness was made from a ,moderate number of sepa- ~
rate measurements for economical reasons, and in part that ,,\
extremely gust—suscep,tible airplanes recorded measurable ‘1
gust stresses which others, less susceptible, did not rbgis’br
at all. Strength constterations on st~uctural. parts sho~ld
.,. for” the present be based oh the upper limit of the empirical
zbne, as was done in the e~tablishing of the standard form
of distribution, But in that event the additional safety
factor customary otherwise in the strength specifications
can be omitted,. unless deemed necessary for congruence of
experimental scatter of the strength tests.
With figures 3 and 4 the maximum load frequency re-
quired for any operating period and flying speed for every
stress category is predictable. Since the form of the
standard distribution in figure 3 is almost symmetrical to
the load in unaccelerated level flight, it is permissible in
strength tests to super~ose two loads of equal amount with
opposite sig~ in succession on the loading in unaccelerated
level flight. This then affords load tests at which an al–
ternating load corresponding to tile designated stress cate-
gory is superposed on a static base load. !?he fact that
great and small loads follow one another at random in flight
oyeration must be suitably reflected in the execution of
these tests.
It is trne that the foregoing is predicated on the
assumption that the acceleration subsequent to, each gust
shock has sufficient time to die down to 1 g before the
next gust arrives. But this is not always so, that is, in
a number of cases stress fluctuations center about an aver-
age value other than the loading in unaccelerated level
flight; this fact has been lost sight of up to now in ..the
evaluation.
Next it is of particular importance to compare strength
requirements secured from systematic statistics of.problem
type 2 with operation measurements on individual airplanes
of specified purpose of use, hence, results of problem type
[.>< l.: :!Ehanks to the friendly coopers-tion of the Lufthansa the
DVL was enabled ’to use some of their airplanes on establishti
air’ routes for the study of statistical operating stress
measurements. The data from” these tests, having been kindly
yut at our disposal by I~ir.3’re$se (DVL), are comparedin
figure’5 wi%fi the.result of the system”atie investigations
in the C-to 600=meter-flight level range, and the load cycles
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per 100 hours of operation. .-All data have %een uniformly
reduced to 350 kilometers per ‘hour, flying speed. The evalw ‘
aiion of the long-period-operat ion measurements in the Luft—
hansa service which altogether ‘covered more than “700 flying
hours* was made “according to a kind of sample-taking col–
lection, rather than by the procedure described shove, But
in spite of this the findings of these two undertakings
should be accurately enough cdmpara%lec It was found that ‘
the test data in commercial flight operation ares as antici-.
yated, lower on an average than the maximum values of the,
systematic measurements sectired for the extremely gusty part
of the atmosphere in ground proximity; this holds, ,at any .
rate, for the range of stresses exceeding 50.percent of the
safe load; in the range of lover stresses, on the other hand,
the values obtained for the entrance under adverse conditions
are definitely reached;** These stress measurements were
made over the following air routess Berltn to K51n to Paris,
Berlin to Dresden to Prague to Vienna, Berlin to.Danzig ,tq
K5nigsberg, Berlin to Budapest to Athens and Stuttgart to ~
Serif, liarseill~s to Barcelona. Further measurements, par+
titularly on the recently introduced large aircraft units
will show whether these initial results obtained on only
three in part older commercial types of aircraft are con-
firmed on newer types also.
RECURRENT STRESSES IN I?IIIGHTMANEUVERS
While on aircraft of stress categories 2 and 3 in-
tended for long–distance service the stresses due to pilot
control operation ordinarily take no decisive part in
studies of recurrent stresses, hence are not included as a
separate part in the current operation stress measurements?
those caused by the pilot in acrobatic ”maneuvers” in air-
craft designed for this purpose, must be analyzed separately. ‘
Z?he DVL measurements were made on three types of air-
craft. In view of the longer duration of an airplane
maneuver compared to a gust reaction and %ecause of the
impossibility to execute successive measurements of acro–
batic maneuvers as long as in gust stress measurements, the
*It took scarcely 40 flying hours to accumulate the data of
the systematic flight measurements.
**l?or comparison with strength tests under recurrent stres+
es , see NissenIs report on p. 158. (“1938 DLF Yearbook).
,.
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scope of the avail~ble test data is obviously considerably
smaller and the zone of scatter appreciably greater than
., .,,-....--- .... ..—. .,,. ,. ...
for the gust test &ata. ‘Even S’o-,&$ aver-ag;e.d’stress dis-
tribution is afforaea which proves correct for the three
aircraft types .stiudie~-to dates althdugh a limiting curve
about the test data was no longer possible- I?igure 6 illus-
trates these averagea stress frequencies during acrobatic
rnan~uver.s, e~ressed in load reversals per 100 hours of
operation. (Because here also an approximately symmetrical
distribution of the addition~ stresses about the load fa~
tor ‘Iflnof unaccelerated level flight was involved, load
reversal figw,es instead of individual load peaks, can be
indicated, the prediction of which preceded from a load
frequency of 75 hours,* which merely comes into question as
maximum value in acrobatic flight training,)
Besides the stresses in flight maneuvers, acrobatic
aircraft is also subject to gust stresses. Assuming that
an acrobatic airplane of stress category 4 is never used
throughout its life for acrobatic maneuvers but exclusively
for long-distance operation the stress distribution polygon
can be deduced from the foregoing results, when observing
that the safe pull-out load faator “prescribed for acrobatic
aircraft is higher than the gust load factor. In figure 6
it is presumed that the safe gust load factor is only 5/6
of the safe pull-out load factor - both conformable to the
German strength specifications. The result is the plotted
distribution polygon for gust stresses, whose ordinates
diminish if the assumed 5/6 is not reached by a certain
aircraft type.
The extent to which an acrobatic airplane is used dur–
ing its lifetime for acrobatics in still air and for dis-
tance flight in gusty weather, is unknown for the present.
But figure 6 indicates that; evep under the worst possible
I assumption, tha. adrobatic and gust stresses are cumulative,[
t the resultant excessively severe demands are restricted to} a comparatively narrow stress range in the neighborhood of,
~, 0.5 (nsafe–l). Therefore the thick distribution polygon of
figure 6 is, for the time, practical. Because of the high-
er safe—load factors in aircraft of stress category, 5 the
the portion of the gust stress is even smaller than ap–jj.,
prai~”ea-”fo%’categofi-y’4“”“infi~ie” 6, and the attainment of a
safe-load factor of 6 to 7 ‘is likely to, occur less frequent-
ly in acrobatic flight than for. stress category4. Indiviu–
ally it should be supplemented “by additional measurements of
*One acrobatic maneuver” equals several load alternations ‘
(2 to 3). ~
,8
acro%at ic
aircraft.
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maneuvers permitted solely with fully acrobatic
S!T!Al!ISl?ICALQ?&LYSIS AS AN AID TO INVY3STI(3ATIONS
INVOLV’IN(3 FLIGHT! MECHANICS
In conclusion two practical examples of statistical
stress measurements are cited concerning the effect of
given flight performance - .or characteristic quantities
on the stresses and motions of an airplane due to gust.
Such a systematic study of problem type 3 is, for instance,
the determination of the effect of the flying speed on the
accelerations caused by gusts? Here the problem ‘involves
the analysis of various flying speeds within a short total
time period successively, in order that the intensity and
type of gust along the test flight path has not changed
during the measurement, This automatically rules out the
restriction of the evaluation to individual, outstanding
values~ such as the highest, temporarily obtained acceler-
ation peaks, for instance, since they are largely dependent
upon chance in short period measurements; whereas a com-
parison of the distribution polygons plotted at various
speeds indicates that at a comparatively short test period
of about 1/2 hour the effect of the flying speed on the
recorded accelerations is clearly manifested. ‘
i?igure 7 gives the result of such measurements in a
somewhat different representation than for problems of type
1 or 20 From the latter the des~gner tries to obtain prob-
able lines of development for the wing design; hence the
test data are used by a source other than which recorded
and appraised it. !Pherefore a method of representation. of
the data dependent upon the class division of recurrence
evaluation seems advantageous, which reminds the user that
the quality of measurement and appraisal should be observed
in the application to another class division.
In the argument of the effect of a certain aeromechan-
ical characteristic, on the other hand,a type of represen-
tation independent of the chosen class division is neces-
sary. This is achieved, for instance, by plotting as ordi-
nate the number of acceleration peaks located above the
designated threshold value against a certain threshold
value of the acceleration as abscissa, when the threshold
corresponds to an acceleration greater than 1 g (or below
the threshold value if it corresponds to an acceleration
less than 1 g). Yhis affords two branches of a curve
which ordinarily do not meet at 1 g acceleration.
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The test” data f-or two successive flights” at different
,-.= flying speeds were -@.o’tteq:’in-this -wanrier in Xigure 7,.
~he %ranch of the curve corresponding to one fl~ing speed
can be transferred to that corresponding to the other
speed, by correcting the abscissas of the test” points in
‘ ratio of the speed; as indicated by the points with arrows.
The test therefore confirms the mathematical result that
throughout the entire stress range the additional acceler–
at ions caused by gu,sts are, under otherwise id nt ical con-
ditions, proportional to the flying “speed. / OX.,
The effect of a center-of–gravity displacement and
the ensuing change in longitudinal stability on the accel-
eration due to a gust can be checked in the same way. Ap-
proximate solutions on this subject are found particularly
in English literature. Supplementing Kiissner~s studies
where the unstationary effects on the development of the
circulation about the wing are allowed for, while rotations
of the craft about its lateral axis are ignored, the Xnglish
reports assume that all aerodynamic forces are linearly de-
pendent on the designated air stream angles as occurs in
stationary flow; instead of it, however, the effect of ro—
tations of the aircraft about its lateral axis and hence
the effect of the stability and damping characteristics
are taken into account.
This same method was used on several German aircraft
types to determine the extient to which the additional ac–
celebrations effected by three different ‘Istandard gust
formstl change under the enumerated assumptions as a result
\ of changed center—of—gravity position and hence of the
\ static longitudinal stability. The supplementary load
~
factor An= n- 1 caused by the three standard gusts is
shown plotted in figure 8 against the static longitudinal
i[ stability factor x~ (% = O) characterizes the neutral
ii
!! center—of—gravity position Xo=-o the presence of static.
! longitudinal stability with blocked elevator). The range(
~, of the X. values corresponding to the permissible oper-
ating center-of-gravity positions is given for the two air-
craft types. According to it a substantially smaller ef-
fect on the gust accelerations should be expected on the
~ Heinksl He 45 D by a center-of-gravity displacement within
the permissible range than on the Henschel Hs 122 in 5ts
admissible range. A comparison of these two types in
flight test .is therefore an excellent means of securing
some initial information concerning the value of the previ-
ously outlined approximate calculation. With this in mind
.. -:
,..,
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the DVLma~6.s,ome te.qtfliglits in which two of the named
types of,air”c~’aft’ ~~ch-,wetie s“i.multaneous~y flown in gusty
weather at ‘“t~e same speed over the ,same-course, one air-
plane being “loaded S,O aS to. bring the center -of gravity$, far forwar$, the other f,ar back. The gross weight” of both
.’ was the same. These flights were supplemented by others
.?
., in which both airplanes had the same. center-of-gravity
‘ position. The tests .on the He 45 D are finished and have
~ been evaluated. They disclosed on an average a 1.2 time “
..., increase of accelerations’ with the center of gravity
\“ ‘~ shifted back to the amount given in figure 8. .The cal cu-
“ ‘: lation giyes 1,07 to 1.18 time increases, depending upon
the assumed gust form. Of the test flights with the Hs
:, 122 only the first three have been evaluated. They show
a 1.17 to 1.28 fold rise in gust accelerations with the
center of gravity shifted back, as agaifist 1.20 and 1.62
by calculation for the three gust..forrns. Upon completion
of further test flights it should be pos’sible to tell
whether or not the effect of the center—of-gravity position
on the gust stresses is correctly described by the approxi-
mate solution.
The last two sketched examples indicate that the sta–
tistical analysi5 of operating stresses is not” only suit-
able for -obtaining data on the strength required against
recurrent stresses, but can also be used with good advan-
tage in the treatment of certain aeromechanical research
pro%lems in flight testing.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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